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Freedom

Empower your patients to go about their daily lives.

Ideal for traditional Holter monitoring, the H3+™ Digital 

Recorder provides 3-channel recordings using a 5-wire 

patient cable. Weighing in at one ounce (28 grams), the H3+ 

gives new meaning to the word compact, while providing 

some of the most impressive capabilities available today:

m Integrated waveform display

m Pacemaker detection

m 3-channel recording

m  Up to 48 hours of recording using a single AAA battery

With the industry’s broadest range of diagnostic cardiology solutions, we help people get better care, 
inside and outside the hospital. Backed by clinical excellence, connected solutions and continuous 
innovation, Welch Allyn Cardiology is proud to be powered by Mortara.



Efficiency

Combine speed, flexibility and performance.

Data transfer and automatic analysis require only about a minute.

With intuitive menus and color-coded beat identifiers, the system 

quickly leads clinicians to the most significant arrhythmia events 

for review. Automatic strips enable rapid reporting of results, 

optimizing clinicians’ time. Flexibility in scanning and report 

formatting streamlines clinical workflows and satisfies distinct user 

preferences. Scheduling services and Holter study tracking allow 

you to monitor study progression and manage workflow tasks.

The best-in-class VERITAS™ ECG algorithms demonstrate 
impressive performance in beat detection and labeling. 

VERITAS provides accurate and meaningful results presented in trends, tables and histograms, to 
assist with determination of frequency and severity.
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www.welchallyn.com

Contact your Welch Allyn representative or visit www.welchallyn.com to learn more. 

Accessibility

Information is powerful when it is accessible.

The HScribe System eliminates the physical constraints of traditional Holter systems and brings forth 
the benefits of information sharing. No longer is the patient or recorder needed at your site. Instead, 
perform recorder hookup and download at your office, clinic or hospital and simply transfer the 
recordings over a secure internet or intranet connection.

The HScribe database maintains centralized patient demographics and provides a repository 
for final reports, allowing clinicians to quickly search for patient information or a specific Holter 
record. Management of HScribe system settings 
includes password-protected user permissions, 
application settings, audit trails for regulatory 
compliance and electronic signature, all of 
which are customizable based on facility 
preference. 

Save time and reduce costs by sharing and 
expediting Holter study workflow and results 
between networked locations with bidirectional 
connectivity via industry-standard DICOM® or 
HL7 exchange.


